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Notary

S. I. Roberts returned Sunday
evening from Clovis, where he
has been winding up the affairs
of the out going distric clerk.
He left yesterday evening for
his hom:i m Carlsbad.
Judge Compton of Portales
has been is the my i
veral
days in the interests of his legal
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the seventh Vanderbllt cup race at Savannah,
He low
205.68 miles at an average speed of 74.9 miles an hour.
At
smile and at the right he Is seen in the stretch.
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Harvard, who
quite as gifted, and
ental Wonders of Har- - the following are
conversation, savoring
of the nursery, took place.
d the Founders.

m

Idls, a
Expert
burth Dimension," One of
the Organizers of So- olety.
d
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Cambridge,

Mass.

A

prodigy club

has Just been founded In Harvard,
where there have been for the past
year several boys who entered possessed of extraordinary mental attainments. The two best known of these
w the sons of Prof. Weiner of Harvard and Dr. Boris Bldis, the eugenic
expert of Boston. The sons of both
these men were trained under speciality prepared schedules of study, which
together with a native ability has

hown tieuc
lie extrttoi dinary types
of mental precocity.
Dr. Boris Bldis recently asserted
that he could produce a prodigy from
any American child of average Intelligence under tola system of development. His son William J. Sldts, when
ten years old, passed Into the Massachusetts Institute of Techniology because the age limit at Harvard kept
him from enuring. When he was a
freshman at Harvard young Sidis lectured on the n uthematlcal problem of
the fourth dimension.
Among the
learned professes In the special audience was1 the late William James.
Another prodigy Is fourteen-year-olNorbert Weiner, who is In Harvard's
graduate school, having taken his degree at Tufts college. Besides being
a llngulbt he Is a methematlcian of
ability.
The curious features that have been
noticed about these boys is their eagerness to put aside their studies for
simple games that delight young children.
As the) have both been exploited
by the magazines, where their pictures
have appeared, these two boys a few
days ago called on some others In
.v-

d

Side Elevation,

I

-

-

"Have you been written upT" asked
young Weiner of the newest genius.
"Not yet, but they came and took
my picture the other day."
"Oh. that's nothing. I had a whole
article about myself written by my
father," said young Sldls.
"Let's found a Harvard Prodigy
Club," suggested the boy bachelor of
arts, Weiner.
And so the four child wonders have
formed Harvard's first and only prodigy club. The latest addition to the
Cub Is Adolpb A Berle of the freshman class, son of the Rev. A A Berle
of
the
Congregational
Shawmut
church In Boston.
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HIS
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After Three Weeks of Coma Physicians Give Hope of Recovery
of Injured La.d.
Yonkers. Surprising th, physicians
of St. Joseph's Hospital a,d relatives
who had given up hope Jot his life,
Daniel Conley, twenty years old, la
emerging from a state 0f coma In
which he had lain In the. hospital for
three weeks. He fell from a roof on
October 30 and his skujj Waa fractured.
Following a delicate blPeratIon It
was thought he would ga.in, but not
until a day or two ago did be show
any signs of Improvement. His mother was called, and his face: brightened
as be recognized her and s;,0ke to her.
Then he relapsed Into Unconsciousness, hut the physicians Baid they
tnougnt ne would recover

scattered grain left by the binder or
the reaf. r, wrltett W. J. Judson In the
orange Judd Farmer. In such surround
ings the chicks can save considerable
outlay for food by converting into flWh
what would otherwise go to wasb.
Young chickens can be removed from
the house or the brooders when about
six weeks old. If taken from hens,
they should be dusted thoroughly for
lice at that time and if not already
marked should bo marked with a poultry punch.
u first they Bbould be confined to
a temporary yard by wire netting
not less than two feet high. A convenient size for this yard If one rod
each way. Of course, the larger the
the more grass there will be
for the chicks. It Is best to keep
them here for three or four days, or
a week, depending upon their age
and the distance they are removed
from their former location.
When
they become accustomed to the place,
the fence may be removed by using
hoppers which contain one-hal-f
to'
one bushel of feed, but sonslderable

.
season brings out many the matter of color because
strange
whHe,
quantities
of
fancy
new
and
Great
in
and
EVERY
As a rule these feath- black and white, pieces are designed
er pieces are beautiful because and are salable every season. A well
the feathers from which they are made fancy feather la a very satismade are beautiful, to start with, and factory trimming. When hats must
because the designers of feather trim- stand constant wear, there is nothing
mings work with great enthusiasm. to be preferred before them. They
A successful piece means a great de- stand wind and weather and many of
mand, which spells profit for the them may even be successfully cleanThen, the variety and ed with soap and water.
manufacturer.
beauty of the markings in natural
The making of feather pieces is a
feathers, and the wonderful changes great Industry. All domestic fowls
which can be made In them by proc- and many wild ones contribute ?!
for thin purpose. Feathers are
esses of bleaching, dyeing and piecing make possible an inexhaustible so changed by clipping, bleaching,
dyeing and' by comblnatun with other
variety of design.
Makers of fancy feathers govern feathers that only the expert can tell
themselves, in a measure, by the hat what the original "raw" feathers
shapes which prove to he popular. came from.
They follow the lead oi 'fashion in
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
they-must-

e

BoyJk Saved SEmieror
Richard Wahrman Is Being Sought
For In United States to Tell
Him Qodd Ntwt.
Vienna. Efforts are being made In
the United State
on behalf of the
Austrian court to Hscover the where- abouts of Richard vVahrmann, son of
a Hungarian dep uty. who left for
America about si weeks ago. The
Emperor Francis Joseph has consent- ed to pay all the young man's debts.
and the court om. ials want to Inform
him of the good n ws.
It Is so rare
occurrence for a
Hapsburg to tianjd out money for a
commoner, and
unusual for Francis Joseph to beitir himself and his
pursastrlngs In tlL, cause of simple
charity, some arej thinking there must
be some old lovj romance of other
days concealed Wtind the Emperor's
act. But there s no ground for believing that thtsl jB the secret or
young WahrmanL being freed from
his liabilities.
Marltz Wahrmjann, the deputy, once
Ingratiated himself with the Emperor
by some signal Uervlce, and this is a

Woman Swindles Rich Men
elry she decaif, ped and reappeared
Wealthy French Colonial Officer In Paris.
Here sbe made the conquest of a
Latest Victim.
weaitny Kussiafc
As sbe was engag
ea v.nn mm inf aitentlvelv examlnlna
a Jeweler's wl0Q0W m the Rue de la
Mme. Germot, a Parisian Beauty of Palx yesterday morning two men approached and Jpohtely requested her to
American Parentage, Uses Clover
step Into an
auto with them. They
Ruse to Defraud Her Adwere detectlIeB wjjo arrested her ou
mirers.
the charge (of swindling the colonial
official ami ihe army officer. Brought
Paris. After promising to marry before M. Jfiamard, bo
ordered her to
three men In order to swindle tbem of be detained pending trial.
presents of Jewelry, Mme. Germot,
When Infom.,
of
rrost of bis
who says sbe was born at Wilming- wife M. Germot ru,fU8ed to do anything
ton, Del., In the United Stales, but in the matter. "M.y
wife does as she
who ordinarily resides with her hus- pleases," he said "r
don'. Interfere
band and three children In the Rue In ber affairs."
Baane Dlngre at Orleans, now occupies a prison cell in Paris.
Some weeks ago Mme. Qermot, an
elegantly dressed and refined looking
woman of 25 years, became acquainted
at Vichy with a young French colonial Propose to Bring Suit Owing t
official, to whom she pretended that
sertlons In Begble's New
he belonged to one of the most arisBook.
Bourbonnals
tocratic families of the
district of France.
At a meeting of the Ii
An accomplice wrote ber several fctituje of Plumbers held the othel
letters, making constant references to day exception was taken to the state
her property and aristocratic rela- ments regarding plumbors made by
tive. Finally the official became en- Harold Begble in his latest book.
gaged to Mme. Germot and presented
In a chapter headed "The Plumber,"
her with a splendid ring, valued at according to a delegate at the meet8,000 francs. The next day his fiancee ing, Mr. Begble aald that tbe plumbleft V'-- h and disappeared. 8be went ing trade was the worst from the
to another pleasure resort, however, moral point of view, that theie was
and there pursued similar tactics with no bigger set of thieves than those
an officer from a garrison station la of the plumbing trade, that be did
not know why It waa, but plumbers
the vicinity of Paris. Having
received a handsome present or jiiw- - appeared not to be able to help it
t

return Francis Joseph

Is making him.
Some years ago young Wahrmann'e
brother Arnst committed suicide when
pressed by his creditors and the father was so distressed by the fear that
his remaining son might take his own
life that friends appealed to the Emperor.
Francis Joseph made It a condition
that Richard Wahrmann shall never
return to Europe.
Girl Denies Six Murders.

Lafayette, La. Arrested and accused of the murder of six persons,
then confronted with her blocd soaked
clothing that bad beon found near the
crime scene, Clementine Barnabel, a
negro girl, laughed at the police, refusing to admit any part In the murders.
Her brother and two othe- - young
negroes have been arrested with Clem
entine as material witnesses.
The family of Nerbert Randall, including six persons, were found in
bed, their bodies horribly hacked. It
is believed they were murdered aa
they slept
.

PLUMBER

SEALED IN CHIMNEY

California Worker Cut His Way Out
With a Chisel Handed to rtftn
Through a Silt
While Nell Alberg, a
plumber, was clinching rivets Inside
the chimney of a new factory he,-the other day the man on the outside
was called away.
Another set of mechanics, who 'did
not know Alberg was Inside, riveted
a rain protector over the top of the
stack, sealing him Inside.
of the hammers
When the
died away tt
ler pounded fran-itl- l
be got the at
A chisel
itslde.
rough a silt Into
was then
Alberg cut his
the smol
NUes,

Cal.

House.

Front of Colony

time may be saved In feeding, It being necessary to fill the hoppers only
once or twice a week.
A very convenient sized iiouse for
50 to 70 chicks is shown In the accompanying Illustration. It Is six by
three and one-hafeet on the ground,
three feet high in front and two feet
behind. Iron roofing or building paper
may be used, both on the top and on
the sides. For floors,
matched stuff is best. The bottom may be
made of rough boards, the upper side
planed. In the summer the chicks
need an opening about ten Inches wide,
running the entire length of the front
This may be covered on the inside
with
mesh poultry wire.
Where the door Is full high, three feet.
It Is much handler to have a screened
opening on the top, ten Inches In
width, as shown in the drawing. Two
men can carry such houses from place
to place or one person can shift them
by moving one end at a time. By using colony houses, I believe the farmer
can produce healthier chicks with less
jjfxpense and better than by the ordinary methods practiced on most farms.

WINTER COSTUME

Striking

one-lnc-

This

the Winter.

one-Inc-

Among the most striking novelties
of the season are tbe gowns and tailored costumos of white corduroy,
cloth or serge. While corduroy suits
are mado with little trimming other
than buttons and clever manipulations
of tbe material itself. Little panels in
which the thick ribs run horizon till y
make surprisingly effective .deo&ra-tion- s.
On the cloth costumes corduroy
is often seen in collars, cuffs and but
tons. Among the more unusual white
cloth suits is one with bands of wide
black silt: braid running straight
and sleeves ahd
around the
adorning the large collar and revers.
One of the handsomest of tbe white
cloth gowns has a plain skirt, with a
row o" buttons of tbe same material
down the left side. Although, the lines
of the skirt are of the stralghtest and
It has tbe appearance In front of being almost extremely narrow, there is
a single big pleat in the back that
actual width.
gives It considerable
Tbe waist of tbe gown is of a coarse
hand-madlace, with a wide collar
and cuffs of tbe clotlWgwer is a
rather wide, shaped,
belt, which is brokea
lace of the waist
little patin vest
and undersleovea

b

h

MUSCOVY DUCK

IS

tirt

PECULIAR

m

y

They Are Very Tame and. Easier te
Raise Than Chickens Make Excellent Fowl for the Table.

e

To appreciate the beauty of Mus-covducks it Is necessary to see them

There are two varieties, the colored
and tbe white. The colored may ds
either blue1, hyack, green or fawn, but
whichever shade they chance to be
Hi v are lustrous and shiny, and the
dark coloring is relieved by under-wlng- s
and sides of snowy white, says
tbe Prairie Farmer. They have scar- let faces all around their eyes down
to their bills; on their beads Is a
a that lays flat uncrescent of fei
way out
til the bird Is
ited or angry, then
feathers stand up
cap. Tbe hen duck
of a Pekin, dainty
and
ng wnen
pounds,
He would sooner have a burglar In
ire tbe same as
the house than a plumber. Further, The
that they are
If these were "rum" things to say the
peculiarities of
about the whole trade, they were nevueroue and in-- r
ertheless true.
quack, but
Tbe meeting, In solemn conclave,
hissing sound,
decided that plumbers were tired of
lioth ducks ae
rakes fly like
being the butt of comic papers, and a
pigeons, but the di
Ve solution was passed ordering: that
opinion he obtained as t tre weight, can fly
They will rise t
ice of winning a libel suit ugalaat
Mi. Begble as a wafulng to Aers.
iroin
st ou
real life we don't get tho cbauoe
The
to r ihearee the big situations but the
I

compete the

Of

lettuoe-g-

and black
green straw
jrlm and ot- i

Proper Way to Fit Blouse.
Always begin at the shoulders In
fitting a blouse. If the shoulders tit
In the proper manner, you need have
no fear about the rest of the bodice.
Alwaya cut the center front of a
bodice on the straight of the material.
If necessary. It may be taken In very
slightly at the waist when being fitted
But if you slope It much tbe set o(
the blouse will be wrong, and this g
true even when It Is to fit a very
stout figure.
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is in tne heuhouse.
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velvet braided
bat with blacli
trich feather.
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Novelties Shown

Most Approved of All Colors for

The Plumber Worms Turn
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WHITE HAVING GREAT VOGUE

1

The sklrfl
tlnue doehl
flclent fulhJ
pie icom
eta, with
tend Just
a little lol
veut of 1
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abroad. In
year at II
considered!
Silk veil
deep collal
ticoat effH
skirt,.
back cuffi
Te bafl

ly dress
Bazar.

There Is
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ie ones whluh hook ca
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LIGHTING BY SUGAR

Remnant

Mid-Euro- pe

The suggestion has been put forward that there is every possibility
that. In the near future, sugar will
play an Important part in the provision of a new method of artificial
lighting.
Experiments have shown
that when disks of loar sugar are
placed on a lathe and rapidly rotated
while a hammer plays lightly against
them, there is an almost continuous
radiation of artificial light At present the practical value of the discovery Is nil, but It la quite within the
bounds of possibility that discoveries
will soon be made that will render
Its practical application a certainty.
The cause of the phenomena Is not
at present correctly understood, but
It Is probably due to some change in
the formation of the sugar crystals.
Cases where the act of crystallization
Is accompanied by flashes of light are
not unknown and probably this Is due
to some similar cause. At any rate,
this appears to be the only feasible
explanation, as it has been proved
that the light is not caused by the
heating of the sugar during the ex-

may say, mldturope Is th la- - periment
It atlll belongs to Turkey, but Is under
am of Austria, and If an Important point, which, In eventualities. CLOCK MADE ALL OF STRAW
d the navigation, of the river. The leland was once a strong
soldiers.
ed B fJbetachment of
at es-- h point of vantage. From the gate of the strong- e can see the citadel, with its bazaars and primitive
H fortiH
ow streets. The mosque Is richly draped with valuable
H Is a
"rnrtK n
plain building. The sultan, to keep the is- rkish people, seals as a gift each year a shipload of
lsrPid !;iha "d
sweets, and various other commodities and they have
bco,
cofv,eu
their coffee and sugar at Orsova, a few mi!e distant
the rivle of sHgg
HuirUnPh ore, duty free to he extent of one pound In weight.
on

kaleh, on the Danube.
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CHAIR

IN

AMERICA

1

Hanover, Pa., lost the oldest and
what Is believed to be the moet remarkable piece of furniture In America when the famous Blngley armchair,
which has eeen five centuries,
was
expressed to Hagerstown,
Md., the
home of Joseph Parker blngley. vho
Inherited It by the will of his father,
the late John Jackson itlngley of Hanover. Kept as an heirloom, the ancient chair has been pacsed down from
father to sou for many generations.
J. Edward Mngley of Baltimore, Md.,
Is heir apparent to the coveted relic.
The chair is a massive piece of
work, made in Yorkshire, England, in
1430.
It represents the type of architecture popular in those days.
English oak, inlaid with various kinds
of wood, was used in its construction.
The back Is handsomely carved and
at the top flrures of birds are engrav-ed'Th- e
i
fa, iT
Joints are mortised and ueld
The ice e v.
or.ly together with wooden pegs.
one of nature's w
Sixty-tw- o
IT Of
years before Columbus
Mher caves of a si:
and discovered America this chair was
note are one located
iave built, and it remained in the town of
another In Russia.
kthe
Blngley, named from the ancestors of
oHvanced several th
VI'
the present owner, during the reign of
formation of Ice in t
twenty English monarchs, from Henduring the suromor ti
ry VI. to Victoria. After ft brief stay
known fact, however,
at Leeds, it was taken to Manchester.
in iho summer ana a
In 1856 the chair was brought to
r That the awrfbu
lta b
this country on theship Mary Hale
th.
dii
and was landed at Baltimore. In the
hen nroved bjUtb.e
t
conti
Civil war the chair was in Richmond,
io in times
When tijls con
a., where the owner temporarily left
In the care of a friend while he es- .!...,,, thn Ice may dfl
d to the north. Subsequently it
cave will be cool and da
xe normal
,iiHnn
us sent to Watertown, N. Y., and in
4 was brought to Hanover.
forming In the spiing and!
I
three
ho
, LU
" " thickness o'
.,.nua
The cave is locate ,
jxia"--- "
:EEDING THE RATS
side of a blun on uie uonm
.uu
fully
ai
iett
M
and
io tv
uttn correspondent reports a
Upper Iowa river. Its
orrible Incident" which befell
BUI a uie i n if..
fish lady. Her "butler" was In
bit of calling loudly beneath
kdow every evening about 7.
suggested that he was calling
Ihe cattle or the chickens
but though she had neither, the
fori some time took no notice.
ona evening, having the curlos- Ito look, she was horrified to see
IbiiMer. like a dusky pled piper,
aded by a troop of rats. There
quite 50 of them, from the big
to small tnuskrats, all be- , the remains' of her soup,
uther bits. In a plague
was an amusement that
ended.
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FEDERAL HEALTH

It Is gratifying to note that the bill
for the creation of a federal health
board will not be allowed to pass with'
out a protest. Reports of organized
rlalstance come from all parts of th
country, and It may bo that the opposition will noon be sufficiently solidified to defeat a project that promise
Infinite mischief for the community,
and suffering and injustice for the individual.
The proposal Is based upon those
parlous clalmB that are notoriously
hard to controvert. If a federal health
board were (o confine Its activities to
the promulgation of salutary advice
npon hygienic matters, to the abatement of quackery, and to the purity of
drugs it might be possible to say
much in Its favor, although It would
still be difficult to say that such an
organization Is needed. But We know
that It will attempt to do far more
than this, seeing that Its adherents
have loudly proclaimed their Intentions. Indeed, there is no secrecy
about them. It Is confidently expected
that the board will consist of advocates of one school of medicine only
and that the methods of that school
will be not only recommended, hut
enforced upon the nation. Indeed a
board that was In any way representative of the medical profession as a
whole would be stultified by Its own
disagreements.
Outside the domain
of simple hygtene, for which we need
no federal board at all, there is no
single point of medical practice upon
which allopaths, homeopaths, eclectics
and osteopaths could be In unison.
Any hiard that could be devised by
the wit of roan must be composed of
representatives of one school only,
and this means that all other schools
are branded as of an Inferior caste,
even though nothing worse happened
to them. And something worse would
happen to them. If
are to establish
a school of medicine. It we are to
tbbi. the government of the United States favors one variety of practice more than others, why not establish also a sect ot religion and bestow special authorities upon Baptists, Methodists and Episcopalians?
An established school of religious
conjecture seems somewhat less objectionable than an established sect
s
of
conjecture.
Those who suppose that a federal
board of health would have no concern
with individual rights are likely to
find themselves undeceived. It 1b for
the purpose of Interfering with Individual rights that the proposal has
been made. We need no special
knowledge of conditions to be aware
that what may be called unorthodox
methods of healing have made sad Inroads Into the orthodox. Homeopathy
claims a vast number of adherents
who are Just as well educated and Just
as intelligent as those who adhere to
the older school. Osteopathy, eclecticism, and half a dozen other methods
of practice are certainly not losing
ground. Beyond them is the vast and
increasing army of those who may be
classed under the general and vague
name of mental healerB. Those who
are addicted to any of these forms of
unorthodoxy need have no doubt as
to the purposes of the federal health
board. Those purposes are to make
it difficult for them to follow their
particular fads and fancies, to lead
them, and if necossary to drive them,
from medical unorthodoxy to medical
orthodoxy.
Now the Argonaut holds no brief
for any of the excesses and the superstitions connected witb the care of the
body In which this age Is so rife. But
It does feel concerned for the preservation of human liberty and for the
rights of the individual to doctor himself In any way he ploases so long as
be does not Indubitably threaten the
health of the community. He may
take large doses or small ones, or no
doses at all; he may be massaged,
anointed with oil, or prayed over, just
as the whim of the moment may dictate, and probably It makes no par
tide of difference which he does. Bui
he has the right to choose, just as he
chooses the color of his necktie or the
character of his underclothing. It is
not a matter in which any wise government will seek to interfere. This
Ib precisely the liberty that the health
board intends to take from him.
Orthodox medicine, conscious of Its
losses, Is trying to buttress Itself by
federal statute, to exalt allopathy to
the status of a privileged caste, and
to create an established school of
medicine Just as some other countries
have allowed themselves to create an
established school of religion. It Is
for the common sense of the community to rebuke that effort and to
an unwarranted Invasion upon elementary human rightB. Son Fran-CiscArgonaut.
n
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Ingenious men of many times and
many lands have made numerous curious timepieces, but few of them surpass the clock built by a German
It is made wholly of
shoemaker.
straw, several thousand pieces being
used In its construction, and Its total
weight Is seven ounces. There are
eight pendulums and the mechanism
Is wound up by the pressing of a button, when It runs for five hours.

ROPES OF HUMAN HAIR
We are constantly

getting some of

our cherished ideas shattered
search. One of the stories which was
not always accepted as an axiom relates to the ladles of Carthage, who,
we were taught, cut off their hair, offered their tresses In the temples ol
the gods and then turned them Into
ropes for the warships when theli
country wsb threatened. The newi
now comes from Antwerp, through a
French source, that a manufacturer
In that city has turned his attention
to this method of rope making. He
asserts that human hair possesses
great durability, a strand can lift JubI
s
of a ton, and anothei
advantage Is that such a rope doel
not stretch The Amsterdam manufacturer's Idea Is to use his hair ropei
for aeroplanes In place of wire stays
by

re-

three-quarter-

Evicted From Graves
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A Drain of th
Company.
On his way home from the theater,
wuere he bad seen a performance of
"Othello," Bobby was unusually quiet
"Didn't you enjoy the play," his

grandfather asked at last.
"Oh, yes, very much," replied Bobby.
"But. grandpapa, there's one thing I
don't quite understand.
Ooes
the
btuck man kill a lady every nlghtT"
Youth's Companion.
Natural Deduction.
"Papa, are lawyers always
?"

rh1

"No,

left to
"of full
hg sight

daughter;

why

do

"Because
read so much
pers about their
1

ARIS

Kindred Spirit.
"Lady." said Plodding

you
In

Pt,

"O. K.
king.

it is the otftom among th les wealthy classes In Greece to bury a body
for tlT year tily. At th end of that parlor! th bones are xhumd, that
bodies.
Th boxes and bundles of
room my 00 m 18 ln tn Brave for
human oonea, hn shown awaiting ranioval by raUtlve;. or frlendi of th deutside th charnel h ue of th
at Athens.
ceased, ar

nir
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THE MISTLETOE

Some Claim Goddesses KUsec
All
Who Passed Under Plant as Symbol of Love.

hout the fray

fort

sh

has T
him."

Is near at hand,
rent and small.

Will strive
With th
HOME-MAD-
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ICEBOAT

On

Constructed to Take Place of Regular Sail Iceboat and Used With
Success Last Winter.
This

Iceboat was
to take the place of the regular sail Iceboat, !icd the one from
'which the accompanying Illustration
was made was UBed with success all
last winter.
The boat is 4
feet wide at the
widest part and ten feet long. The
mobor-drivi-- n

Iceboat Propelled by Engine.
runners are about ten Inches high,
shod with steel ground concave the
same as a skate runiier. The motor
Is a

r

en-6i-

which was taken from an old
motorcycle. JThe power is transmitted by a belt to a spiked driving
wheel, giving a reduction of about 7ft
to 1, says a writer In the Popular Mechanics. The rear wheel of the motorcycle was also taken and an Iron band
shrunk on for a tire, and steel horseshoe calks attached at four-IncIntervale for the spikes. The two pieces
that support the spiked Irtvlng wheel
are hinged so as to allov. 'he wheel to
rise and fall ov r sriy-- imps on the
ice and to let tb enI-.fre
when desired. The entire boat with
k
equipment weighs 120
its pr-..

The boat is operated from the rear
one lever foi controlling the
s ark, another for thl throttle and the
third for directing tme course of the

boat
T0Y IS

EDUCATIONAL

Mistletoe.
most berries on, it Is fair to suppose
that they know a kiss must be given
for each berry plucked, and that the
ceremony 1b never complete until
every berry is off the branch.
There was once a common, though
mistaken belief that the mistletoe
grew on oak trees only, but that was
so far from true that the Druids, who
held the oak as absolutely sacred because they believed it to represent
the One Supreme God, deemed the
mistletoe doubly sacred If found on
one, and carefully guarded It until the
sixth day after the first new moon
of each year.
When this time arrived,
priests
robed In white surrounded the tree
and held solemn ceremonies, among
which was the sacrifice of two white

QUEER

Rolls Round End of Magnet,
but Doesn't Fall Off Amusing Plaything Patented by OHioan.

Wheel

A toy that is
oth amuslkg and of
educational valu has been patented
by an Ohio man. A horseshoe, magnet
ng poles has the ends
with unusually
of these poles roi nded. A single wheel,
bar running through
with a round st
It for an axle,
sts upon this axle on
magnet, which form
the poles of t
an endless trac for it. The wheel, of
1

1

"'

bulls.

After
spotless
with a
toe and

the ceremonies, a priest in
robes ascended the tree and,
golden knife, cut the mistlelet it fall on to a white cloth
held by other priests.
The branches were then formally
"blessed" and divided among the people who believed the sprays given
them lo have miraculous powers.
The common belief in the efficacy
of the plant was such that It was
but according to an
called
old legend, a certain lover searched
many days for a specimen growing
on an oak tree, that he might secure
its branches for the cure of his betrothed, who was sick unto death, but
when he found it he touched the sap
while cutting the branches, and fell
dead near the tree, indicating that
the sap was a deadly poison.
The plant thrives ln America from
New Jersey southward and westward,
and those who know It only as a part
of Christmas decorations can have
little idea of how often It overruns
trees to the extent of being a nuisance.
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An Educational Toy.
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(By E. R. OAILLARD.)

According to Scandinavian mythology, Lnkt (the god of Til) was the
sworn enemy of Baldur (the god of
light), and tried by every means ln his
power to kill him, but. failed because
he was Invulnerable to everything that
came from earth air, fire, or water.
l."ki, at last, conceived the idea that
the mistletoe, springing from neither,
would Berve his purpose, and, having
an arrow made from that wood, he
helped Hodl (the blind god of dark
ness), to aim It, and Baldur fell dead
shot through the heart.
All the gods and godesses prayed
for his restoration to life, and when
the prayer was granted it was decreed that the mistletoe should nevermore have power to do harm unless
it touched (he earth, and the goddess
of love was appointed to guard It,
Some legends claim that the god-- '
dess kissed all who passed tinder she
plant as a token tbitt li was no longer a weapon of death, but a symbol of
love, while others assert that she exacted a kiss from each as a propitiation, or the bough should be allowed
to work harm.
Another reason for the kissing
privilege conferred by the plant Is
said to be that a lovely maiden preferred death to the kisses of an old
monk who pursued her, and her prayers for deliverance were answered by
transforming
her Into a mistletoe
branch and placing her In a tree.
The monk waited for her return,
but rather than that, she clasped the
tree and remained clinging to It, leaving the waiting monk to kiss whomever he could catch.
The custom of "kissing beneath
the mistletoe" is so old that no one
knows when or how it originated;
but when young people are found selecting the branches that have the
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Bankrupt's Petition
For Discharge

The Clovis National Bank
"The Rank That Accommodate"

City southwest In the matter
a branch line Armstrong. Bt
No. 218 In
Haskell county
To the Hone
of the state.
l lu main line is 120
Judge
miles long Pop
and will run through Ford, Gray. co"rt of the Ur
Haskell. Grant, Stephens and the Fifth Dis
Morton counties, Kansas. The Mexico,
Harry. .Am
branch line starts near the
southeast corner of Haskell n the county o
countv and
runs northwest f New Mexico
through Haskell, Grant, and respectfully re
the sixth day o
Stevens counties.
line from Dodge
to Colmor and
northwest froltt
to the west lino

Faces the possibilities of the New Year well satisfied
with the showing of the past year.
Our business of the year just closed, merits the
confidence and consideration of our customers and

friends.

We are willing at all times to accommodate and
give such matters as you intrust to our disposition, our
careful and confidential attention.

Growing
Many of our readers know
that in the last two or three
years the gain in the population
of Clovis has been nearly three
thousand. This is very gratify-

The Clovis National Bank

ing and our citizens should feel
fact of our city's
attractions to those in other
places far be it known that no
other town or city in the state
has had such an increase in population to show for the same
apace of time.
When you see professional
men entering upon the practice
of their vocations in a city already supplied with talent, it is
evidence of growth . and the
need at professional service.
Among the most recent ad
ditions to our colony of profes
sional men is Dr. R. R. Duncan
a dentist of ability, who comes
to us with credentials of the
very best kind. Dr. Duncan's
office is over Jernigan's jewelry
store opposite the post office. ,Ve
need only to say that if the gen
tleman s patronage equals his
right to merit it, he will have
more than he can attend to.
a pride in tne

Cut-Of- f
Is Incorporated
arejirged to be present promptly a3 the lectures and demon
To the Dodge City and Cimarstration will begin immediately ron Valley railroad, which is, in
upon arrival of the train. As
W. J. CURREN, Editor.
reality, the Santa Fe's new
sistinj? Prof. Tinsley. who wil
cut-ofwas issued a charter
A. L. CURREN. - - Publisher. Jfiave charge of the operation O
Saturday in Topeka, Kansas.
the train will be a strong corps
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of experts in all lines of agri vThe new line will have nearly
growing, 200 miles in Kansas, ft is purk
One Year
$1.00 cultural and

The Clovis News

Col-mo- r

f.

liye-stoc-

ely an Atchison, Topeka and
Prof. Luther Foster. Director, Santa Fe company, the officer?
the Santa Fe owning all the
That Demonstration Train New Mexico Experiment Station of
stock.
TIk capital is $3,000,000,
charge
W.
C. Conway, in
The Bureau of Immigration, Prof.
College ex and E. P. Ripley, president of
Experiment of the Agricultural
the Agricultural
Santa Fe, owns 39,934
on this trip the
who,
station and the Santa Fe system periment work,
will vrive particular attention to
are anxious that as many farmers as possible visit the dem- the meeting of children, which
onstration train that will make is to be made a special feature
stops at all important pbints on at every stop.
F. L. Bixby. Irrigation Engin
the Santa Fe system thii month.
Professor J. D. Tinsley, ag- eer, M. H. himpson, rrotessor
Prof.
of Animal Husbandry.
ricultural demonstrator of the Fabian Garcia, Horticulturist.
Used Dynamite to Dig Drain
Santa Fe system says:
Prof. E. P. Humbert Agricultu
Ditches.
"We are putting considerable
time and money on the train rist. Instructors J W. Kncr
Dexter, N. M.. December 30.
and think that jf. will be of great and I. E. Maine, Assistant Ag
A
demonstration in the use of
C.
McCowai,
H.
. value to t.te individual
farmer riculturists. Agricultural Demon
s) OHmite in digging drain ditchas well as a valuable means of Assistant
es, sulsoiling, etc., will occour
advertising the agricultural pos- strator on the Santa Fe.
about
the middb of next month.
Secretary,
New
H. D. II en in sr.
sibilities of our new state, pro
Holland
Harwell the Du Pont
Immigraton
vided we can get the people to Mexico Bureau of
expert
powder
who has been loduring
the
visit the train and can give nec- Reports received
in
cated
Roswell
some time was
inVOLET
essary publicity to the move- part week show the keenest
ypgpflBY
down
in
Dexter
yesterday
the
in
terest to be manifest
ment.
by
C.
G. Manning,
In
throughout
the state.
"Aliow me to urge upon you train
and
tho
Government
Drainage
all the towns where there are
the importance of keeping this commercial clubs these organ
Engineer Sydney W. Cooper.
train before the people and urgMr. Harwell decided to give a
zations are seeing to it that the
ing them to viait the Ijrain at the
demonstration
here upon his repeople are notified of the arrival
most convenient point.
turn
from
the
New Mexico Agbe
urged
to
of the train, and
"We are especially anxious
ricultural College.at MesillaPark
present.
that the people back from the
where he goes to attend the
The Santa Fe railroad is incurrailroad should come in to the
farmers'
week at this school.
operating
train. We will try to make the ring large expense in
The exact date of the demontalks plain and practical. , The the train and the Agricultural
stration wiil be announced later.
various lines of agriculture, hor- College is going to considerable
ticulture, livestock and irrigaThe party visited the Lawing
tion will
be represented
by effort and expense so that the
place
w est of town where some
enough men so that the farmers equipment may be complete and
drainage
work is now being done
may have a chance
to discuss as effective as possible. The
by
hand.
The place for the
matters with them; we will train is on
most effective
have special talks for the chil- efforts
demonstration
will be on this
been
has
that
dren as we want to make this the made for bettering
farm probably both for subsiling
farming in
beginning of a special campaign New Mexico and the hearty coand ditch digging.
to Interest the young people in operation of the people of the
agriculture. The exhibits alone state.
Remember the date of
McNabb Admitted to Bail
will well repay a long trip to the arrival and be there when
see them."
Judge John R. McFie today
the train pulls' in.
admitted E. C. McNabb to bond
End of Quail Season.
Strong Fonce Of Experts
tho sum being set at $10,000.
NcNabb, a traveling salesman,
With the end of 1911 the seaWill Accompany The Demin
yhich
a fit of jealous frenzy, shot
son in
quail might be
onstration Train.
down
and killed Herb Hargus at
e
killed also expired and
Albuquerque, N, M., Prof. ail the hunting license. This
Vaughan, Guadalupe county.and
J, D. Tinsley, Agricutural Dem- year hunters of Curry county
has been sentenced to hang for
his deed. ,The Territorial Suonstrator of all arrangements for will get their licences fromCapt
preme Court on appeal, reversed
the big Agricultural Demon- Blumlein who has been recently
stration train which the Santa appointed instead of J. H. Croft
and remanded the case for new
Fe will operate to all points on who resigned. The nimrods of
its lines in New Mexico starting Clovis several days before the
January lltb. The equipment season expired became no
Notice to Homesteaders.
has been assembled in the Santa
of lands on which birds With a Splendid Cast IncludCompare your proof notice
Fe Shone at Albuquerque and is might be found or persons who ing the CLEVEREST CHILD
sady for the crip. The six cars owned such lands and in their ACTRESS IN THE WORLD with your papers. Look them
over each week, as type somethoroughly lighted so as eager lust for the coveted bird
times drops
light meeting invaded the premises of several Greatest Play Before
We'rs careful
the as we can be,out.
but four eyes are
steam so of the farmers livintr south of
Public Powerful and
better than two. Of course the
leather be town destroying their entire
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iff. cable bevies which they had carefully
must trust us for that.
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fed from the hand throughout
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OPERA HOUSE

Now December 2Gth A D. 1911.

s. I. Roberts,
Clerk of sriid Court.
(Seal of said Court)

1911

duly
the

Notice is hereby
L
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AM
J
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uay
urn
yin,
oi

reoi
at the hour of 2 o'clo
a.
mi
in.,
at aiuie sou n aoor ol
r ...j. trnouse in me kaix c
dered all his property and rights vig in the Conn, y of Cur
of property, and has lul'y com- Territory of Nev, Mexico,
plied with all the requirements C. Spicer, duly ippoint
of said Acts and of Mi, order of cial Master, wilt offer
the court touching his bankrupt- and sell to tho highest
1912,

k.

cy.

Wherefore, he prays, that he
may be hVcreed by the court to
have full discharge
from all
debts provable against his estate
under said bankrupt acts excopt
such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge
.Dated this 5th day of December A. D. 1911
(Signed) Harry A. Armstrong
Otoiffi OF NOTICE THEREON. '
tilth District of New Mexico ss.
u'r this twontv sixth rt
December 1911, on reading the
foregoing petition it is
f
OrdVred by the Court That a
hearing be had upon the same
on the first day of FebruTv.lA.
D. 1912 before said court atKosl
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PLOWING

FOR

WATER

I

meat dangers
From

Comes

in disking
Humid

WOULD

HAVE

TO WAIT.

COSTS LESS THAN 55

States

CENTS A BUSHEL TO
RAISE WHEAT IN
CANADA.

ire It Rains Often and Little
Cultivation la Needed.

Must Be Dorte Deeply and at the
Right Time.

ta
A

experiment Stations Klrd That Whe
Work

In Fail It Provea
Conaervlng and Haa
Many Other Advantage.

ibble.

and

(JeritfoandEffoctiTOe

fan

wr

be open or closed. If for any reason plowing cannot be (lone early, It
la often advantageous to follow the
harvester with a disk, and to plow
later when convenient. The chemical
effect on the soil resulting front the
weathering madn posRlhln by fall
plowing,' as will be shown In chapter
IX., la of Itself so great as to warrant
the teaching of the general practice
of fall plowing. Efecotidly, the early
stirring of the soil (prevents evaporation of the moistur in the soil during late summer and the fall. Thirdly,
In the parts of the dry-farterritory
where such nreelriltatlon occurs in the
spring, fall
plowing permits mucin of this precipitation to enter the sMl and be stored
there until needed by plants.
A number of experimental stations
have compared plowing done In the
early fall with plowing done late In
the fall or In the aiv.'lner atiii with
almost no exception It has been found
Is water-oon-ythat early fall pk
advantage-oserving and in other
K Utah
our.
It was ohner
dry-farwed land
thai the tail
aere-thtalned to a Jrpth of
inches mor water tin
ad oiniug
spiing-plowlanda ring of nearly
one-hal- f
atp. year's
The
ground should be plo
early
i.tio.
crop
fall aa soot e possiti
is harveste-'-- It sho
bl '"ft
In the rotJih throug
w'nter,
may be mellolved and
eo th'.
down by the elemeJ its
The
iough land further has a ted
catch and hold the snow tha t ma 06
umwii oy the wind t)n.
surlnK a
more even distribution of A he water
rroni the melting snow.
A common obleotlnr. tr. r.i
plowing
is that the ground Is so dry il- - th fall
mat it does not plow up well,! md
iue great dry clods of eanh 1 to n'uch
to injured the physical condition oi the
sou. It is very doubtfo!
ifSUcan
oojecuon is geue.tslly vi
if the soil Is so ernnne
fair margin of moisture In
harvest time. The atmosp
s

n

e

,n

i--

ben

USUallv

hrnnlr

clods, and the physical rei
treatment will bo bene
doubtedly, the fall nlowini?
is somewhat difficult, but th
suits more than pay the
his trouble. Late fall plow
tie fall rains have softened
lb preferable
to spring plo
rcr any reason the farmer
he must nraotliu Djiuu(i yju
t!i()lllr
rln -It an
17
tj aa JH
th!i spring. Of course, It Is
ah.e to plow the soli when
ETM aa to Injure its tilt
JM stion as that
1

Irounj
Ithei
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The disking and shallow plowing
habits come from the bumld states.
where It rains sometimes twice a
week, and small crops can 'always be
raised by simply cultivating enough
to keep the weeds out
Farmers will sometimes Bay: "We
can raise mora by disking than plowing." This Is true, because a surface farmer seldom plows more than
three Inches, and he can do this equally well and more quickly with the
disk. Or he may plow without harrowing, let the ground dry out as he
goes, and plant In a poorly prepared
seed bed.
An old friend of ours used to raise
Indifferent crops by plowing once In
three years ond disking in his seeds
the two Intervening years. The first
year his oats would be about two to
three feet high; the second year. 18
Inches; and the third about n foot;
but If a dry year happened, there was
nothing doing. He always would persist that he could raise good crops
without plowing to cary his cittle
through the winter. I happened to
"Well," I said,
meet him in 1909
"how did you come out last year?"
"Oh," he said, "I sold my cattle."
Thousands of head of cattle wefe
sold In the fall of 1908 for the same
reason. This put the market right
down and the dry farmers lost heav- Supposing we plant a crop of spring
wiieat or oats on corn stubble, what
happens?
Ninety per cent, of the
farmers put cattle on the stubble
during the winter. The ground becomes hajfd and overpacked; we disk
this on the surface and plant the seed.
For awhile It does splendidly, and if
the rains keep up will make a fair
crop; but if dry weather comes and
a crust forms on the surface or under the mulch, the crop is gone, for
It is solid underneath.
It has never
been plowed.
It Is the surface farmers who are always walling about thlB crust under
the mulch, but those who belong to
the
school pay no attention to it, for they still have plenty
of room for the roots of their crops
down below, and If the mulch above
crust Is In proper "JtDS. lh,ere Is.
no more evaporation than there is before.
A man wrote to me once and asked
what he should do for the cr"t v
the mulch. I wrote back
.tld:
"Next year plow deep." His answer
was: "How did you find out that I
didn't plow deep?"
The worst consequence of disking
without plowing Is the effect it has
on next year's crop. The ground being hard, the water penetrates very
little; the available moisture Is used
up by the crop, and the surplus evaporates or runs off. Nothing is saved
for next year.
In dry farming, if we work only
for the present, we are living from
hand to mouth. The very foundation
of this branch of agriculture is to
farm for the future. Store up
In the soil next year and the
year after, keep track of It with the
pick and shovel or with a ground
augur, and you will soon find out
which style of farming pays the best.
deep-plowin- g

,r

mols-JtK'r-

I'lstric
1
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e

YARD AND PEN.

POULTRY

Houses must be kept sanitary and
the fowls free from vermin.
Lice are working havoc, and too
lis at severe measures cannot be adopted.
It Is the even, steady thrift of our
stock that makes them pay a profit.
t
In making an egg ration, do not
a liberal allowance of sunshine.
The comb not only denotes egg laying, but the general condition of the

fURE

for-ge-

hen.

Less grain Is needed for fowls when
bone and vegetables are fed In abundance.
A cold draft will stop hens laying
as quickly as anything in the world
sure.
Early hatches do hotter than those
brought off after the heat of the summer liai begun.
To make the chick grow, first give
plenty of good fresh air; don't allow
them to crowd.
eggs will not
Chilled or long-laiproduce as strong chicks as fresh,
for eggs.
In grading up the chickens, only
those that are the most vigorous
should be considered.
Turkey raisera find It profitable to
have Guinea fowls with the turkey
flock. They act as police.
There Is only one time when a
is Justified In selling a good
st, and that la when he Is going
well-cure-

poul-tryma-

admitted to be one of
financial factors in the
'. and she Is also one of
i

he

"ur

Western Canada probably suffered
less from weather conditions during
the year of 1911 than did almost any
other portion of the country. Seeding
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
was moBt successful and the growing
conditions up to July were never betIn Hq Clrcfe.
ter. Crops of all klifds showed wonPackage
Genuine.
on
evert.
derful growth at that time and were
universally good, but there was not
the usually excellent ripening weather
DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
In August and the effects of this were
Many
felt.
fields that late In July
DECEIVE YOU
promised 40 and 50 bushels yield of
wheat were reduced to 25 and 30 bushid
SYRUP OP FlCS AND PUXtK OF SENNA HAS OVEN
els, while some of course gave the
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEAI1S iciwr. or alcohol!
vsomewhat
expectancy
full
and others
PAST, AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UNless. The quality was also lowered.
SCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OP IMITATIONS CO OFFER
In face of these conditions. It is found
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND
jusrruAt coxsrawnoa ,
that during the months of September
COSTING THE DEALER LESS. THEREFORE, WHEN BUYING.
conand October, the total amount of
IJssMTiuviaaawus.
. JM I
I
tract wheat marketed and Inspected
ini , .v. . , iiTh 1
Name ofthe
Note
was about 20 million bushels, which
realized a total of 184 million dollars,
ipiiaijirii
the average price for this wheat bePRINTED
STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM, AND IN 8
97
ing
4 cents; that below contract
tut name kicad rue tad nr rvrov das.... ncrurl MINIATURE
for the two months was a little over
riCTUSX
GENUINE REGULAR PRICE SOc PER ROTTLEi ONE SIZE
Of PACKAGE.
15 million bushels, which at an averONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
age price of 894 cents per bushel
.SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE MOST PLEASANT. WHOLErealized a little over eleven million
SOME AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY FOR STOMACH TROUBLES. HEADACHES
dollars, or a grand total for all wheat
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
of 35 million bushels, which realized
EFFECTS rr IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE,
mila total of a little over thirty-onBY THE
WHICH B MANUFACTURED
lion dollars.
On the first of November, there
was in the hands of the farmers of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
IN THE BARNYARD.
for sale and seed about 130 million
SHIP YOUR COTTON TO
bushels of wheat, from which fact
some Idea may be had of the value
of the wheat crop of 1911.
ol Galveston, Texas
A careful canvass mnde by the WinBecause
nipeg Free Press made of a number
they are exoiueiTel cotton factors.
of men farming In a large way indiBecause
cates that even with the extreme exthe handle more rottnn on conslenmestf
pense of harvesting the crop, which
than any factor In the United State.
1ms been caused by the bad weather
Be
cause
and difficulty In threshing, wheat has
their warehouse facilities are unexcelled.
been produced and put on the market
Betheir
cause
for less than 55 cts. a bushel. The
rates are low aa any.
average freight rate Is not over 13
Because
cts. per bushel. This would make the
thoy advance money on cotton const
cost of production and freight 68 cts.
on tne most liberal hauls ana terms.
and would leave the farmer an actual
Because
e
margin on his
wheat of
they can with confidence refer to any one
who has ever snipyeu to mem in me
17 A cts. and for his
wheat
of 19fc cts.; ami though this Is not
Because
their lonfr experience In handling rottoe
as large a profit as the farmer has
their fair dealings aud their excellent cost
JtANOvaR
every right to expect. It is a profit
nections In all sections of the cotton'Spus-ningworld, render them always able t
not to be despised, and which should
Duck What did the fortune-telle- r
obtain the very highest prices on o ottos
leave a very fair amount of money to tell you 7
oonsigned to them.
his credit when all the expenses of
Chicken Told me I was going to be
the year have been paid, unless the mixed up In an affair with a dark Because
cotton is going np and every bale shlppeS
and held ought to sell at very much highs
wheat sinks very lady and warned me to look out
value of
prices.
much below its present level.
for a country looking guy with

Mtmws

of tne

hi

sod that yielded nothing but a handful of fodder.
shallow-plowe-
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FREQUENT
QUESTION
SWERED.
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Beneficial

he

Lady

How much for children's

pic- -

tures?

Photographer Three
dozen.
Lady Why er I've
eight.

dollars

got

only

DISFIGURED

ECZEMA

a

BABY

' Our
little boy Gilbert was troubled
with eczema when but a few weeks
old. His little face was covered with
sores even to back of his ears. The
poor little fellow suffered very much.
The sores began as pimples, his little
face was disfigured very much. We
hardly knew what he looked like. The
face looked like raw meat. We tied
little bags of cloth over his hands to
prevent him from scratching. He was
very restless at night, his little face
Itched.
"We consulted two doctors at Chicago, where we resided at th.-- time.
After trying all the medicine of the
two doctors without any result, we
read of the Cuticura Remedies, and
at once bought Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Following the directions
carefully and promptly we saw the
result, and after four weeks, the dear
child's face was as fine and clean as
any little baby's face. Every one who
saw Gilbert after using the Cuticura
Remedies was surprised. He has a
head of hair whicli Is a pride for any
boy of his age, three years. We can
only recommend the Cuticura Remedies to everybody." (Signed) Mrs. H.
Albrecht, Box 883, West Point, Neb.,
Oct. 26, 1910. Although Cuticura Soap
and Ointment are sold by druggists
and dealers everywhere, a sample of
book, will be mailed
each, with
free on application to "Cuticura,"
Dept. 14 L, Boston.
e

Baltimore French.
A Baltlmoro bonlface tells of a
waiter In that cltv who latoly announced that he had taken up the

study of the French language.
"Do you find It necessary here?"
aafcedTfre"pa,trontO wtia ir urmr
confided this bit of Information.
"Not here, sir," explained the waiter; "but I've been offered a steady
Job In Paris at one of the hotels If I
pan learn French."
"But Paris is full of French waiters," said the patron. "I'm afraid
you're being deceived."
"No, sir," said the man, with much
earnestness and absolute simplicity.
"The proposition's a straight one. The
proprietor of the hotel says that the
waiters he has can't
understand
French as we Baltimoreans speak it,
and that's what he wants me for, you
see." Llpplncott's.

tfeM

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of

Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature
in use f or uver so Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
As a man grows older he sees something in himself every day that Is calculated to make him a little less conceited.
TO DRIVK
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on every twittle,
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One pugilist never offers to fight another Just for fun.

Dent try to understand
and you will succeed.

a woman
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California

Fig

Syrup Ca

H. KEMPNER

low-grad-

high-grad-

e

low-grad- e

an

Great Scheme.
"Dear me." said Mrs. Housewife
with a deep sigh, TcaiTC mauagw to- keep a cook a week."
"You should copy me," observed her
friend. "Since my husband learned
French I can keep tne a year."
Mrs. Housewife looked surprised. "I
don't see the connection." she said.
"It's simple enough. He now swears
at her in French instead of English,
It gives blm a vent for his temper,
some valuable practice and the cook
thinks he's making love to herl"
Satire.

ax.

"Myr

Exic.t Deacrlption.
Jm4lt-a-Asn-

of this paper

flHfc

of

P

a Job."
"What Is It?"
"Setting traps."

advertised in its columns shou
insist upon having what theyask for,
refusing all substitutes or imitations.

Tightness across the chest means a cold
on the lungs. That's the danger signa).
Cure that cold with Hamlins Wizard Oil
before it runs into Consumption or Pneumonia.

Pericles wore his hair pretty close
to his eyes but nobody ever called
I
him a
low-bro-

WESTERN

DETECTIVE

ACENCT

ed In all naneef
tlon of a lftlt: tnsUst
rorporrtttune aad
lager, finite 8HMI

Qeneral tletect.Tefr
tne world. t nntiruueiiiiYff
character ipeedily exocuttK
lntliTldtials Will P. MclTer
Herakowlti Bldg., Phone 61UU

ah

in. City. Okie.

W. N. u., Oklahoma City, No.

She brushia drudgery for the weak woman.
es, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending to
aching,
her
the many details of the household, her back
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
Sometimes
bed
is
in
feelings.
rest
pain, possibly dizzy
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not per
mit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
women is satisfied by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

Housework

It Makes Weak

Women Strong

Well.
and Sick Women
removes

Thlm

"Prescription"

tha

cose

Inflamoi women's weakness,andheal
cure those
mation and ulceration,
o peculiar to woman. It
weaknesses
tranQnlllze the nerve, encourages tha
appetite and Induce restful sleep.
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
bis " Favorite Prescription " oontains, a complete list of
Do not let any unscrupingredients on the
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute of unknown
composition ia "hut t food" in order that he may make
a bigger profit. Just smile ant shake your head i
Dr. Pieroe'a Pleasant Pellets puree liver ilia.
bottle-wrappe-

r.

Special Otter to Printers

This paper is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga. by
the SOUTHERN OIL & INK CO., Savannah, Ga. Price 6 cents
per pound, F. O. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.

A cheerful liar Is more entertaining
than a gloomy truth teller.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

dors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. I hey dye in cold water better than any other dye You cam
irt. Wnte for lite Uiokkt - I low to Oye, bleli aud Mix Colors. MONBOC DBLU COMPANY, Qsiiacy, Ilk

"The cry of Potts when he found
the state of his boot was harrowing."
"Why so?"
"Because It was the cry of a lost
sole."
A woman who beats the street car
company out of a nickel and puts It
In the church plate may believe In
the eternal fitness of things.
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PAPER'S

HAIR BALSAM

in rials.
ClssnM ana bea'i'iiiM growth.
Promotes e luxuriant
ray
lie to Htattore

Lewis' Single Binder straight So cigar.
You pay 10c lor cigars not so gotd.
And one touch of fashion makes a
lot of women look like freaks.
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LIVE STOCK AND
MISCEIXANtiOLS

Electrotypes
IN GREAT VARIETY
FOVo SALE cAT THE
LOWEST PRICKS BY
WESTERN
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with
Sate eiee. use i

00 st Druxxist

NEWSPAPEE UNION
City. Missouri

Thompson's Eyo Water

poultrymen think by
ig hens In the morning

apt to remain content-nest- s
all day.
runs to meat may lay
week In the spring and
aim men go on a vacation
nce of the year.
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Housework Drudgery

Modern Methods.
Moliere had written many plays to
ridicule doctors and medicine. Louis
XIV. heard that the author had. howWonder What Whistler Said.
ever, a doctor at his service since he
Robert Henri the New York paint- became famous and well to do, so the
er, was talking about those million- king one day called upon Moliere and
aires who buy merely to show off, said to him:
doubtful "old masters" at fabulous
"I have heard, Moliere, that you
prices.
have a physician. What is he doing
"Their knowledge of art," Mr. to you?"
Henri said, "Is about equal to that of
"Sire," answered the author of the
the sausage manufacturer who said Malade Imaglnalre, "we chat together,
to Whistler:
he writes prescriptions for me, I don't
" 'What would you charge to do me
take them, and I am cured!" LJfe.
in oil?'
" 'Ten thousand,' answered WhistBoth Sides.
ler, promptly.
She Just look at the trouble
I
suppose
furnish
the oil?' money can get you Into.
"'But
said the millionaire." Exchange.
He Yea, but look at the trouble It
can get you out of.
It Was No Porterhouse.
"How did you find your steak, sir?"
A man has reached the age of disInquired the expectant waiter, km he
when he is willing to admit
cretion
held out his hand to receive a tip.
"Only by dogged perseverance," re- that other men may have opinions
different from his without being fools.
plied the guest. "The chef hid it under a Brussels sprout to keep it hot."
Mrs. Wtnalow's Soothing Syrop for Children
Youth's Companion.
teething, softens the gums, reduces Inflammation, allays pain, cures wind colic, Sbo a bottle.
'ASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for

(tampan

r weah.

HCNOVINL"

Mad

by Van

Vleet-Manaflel-

d

Drug Co.. Masnphia, Ten...

Pries)

1.00

Grubstake Bill to Permit!
Joint Land Entry
A proposed law which, is'pass-eby conforms will be of immense assistance to the struggling: homesteader with small on
capital, is House Resolution
12612, Introduced by Representad

desira-thos-

Kaffir Com to be
the Nations Food

e

of
fa.
us.

tegood

Kaffir Corn Breakfast Food

become

Really Nourishing:.

tive Imcck of Nebraska, which low:
provides
that two qualified
"A bill to allow two p
homestead entrymen may jointly both of whom are qualifieu
residence by one of the entry-me- n
shall be sufficient to matte
final proof, patent issuing separately to each man for
f
of the land.
The purpose of the bill, i1 is
understood, has theew'orst'inent
of some of the big- railway systems and is now under favorable
cons. deration by several transcontinental lines interested in
the development of the large
wefltern areas of the public doSecretary Hening of
main.
New Mexico Immigration
has received a copy of the
proposed bill and it is helieved
the bureau will fully endorse
the idea upon whieh the measure is based.
Westerners are
familiar with the difficulties
which beset, the average homesteader who tries to make a living off his land during the first
two years. Generally he is confronted with the alternative of
leaving his family on his claim
and hunting outside employment
to tide him over, or must take
u leave of absence, which prolongs the time which must elapse
lefore he gets his patent. By
allowing two men to enter jointly on 160 acres of irrigable land
or 320 acres of desert land it is
pointed out that no chance would
be taken of the misappropriation
of the public land. Development would be moreover made
possible immediately.
There are probably hundreds
of claims in New Mexico lying
idle because the entrymen have
no means whereby to support
their fam dies- the land. It is impossible for
the entryman to raise any cash
on his claim and he must needs
struggle along as best he may
until he has secured his patent.
With a partner to "grubstake"
him, the homesteader could proceed at once with the development of his land. The United
States laws make express provision for this "grubstake" plan
in the oase of mineral lands and
the backers of the proposed bill
declare there is no reason , by
the same principle should not
apply to homesteads. With the
possibility of one man living on
the land and fulfilling the residence requirements, and another
one-hal-

-

Bu-rea-

wW4e--ewlfpin-

u

ff

loonful
ilk and

int
homestead application.
it enacted by the senate
js? of representatives of
the United States of America in
lonffress assembled, that on and
after the passage- of this Act,
two persons, both of whom are
qualified homestead entrymen,
may jointly file homestead application, and residence by one
shall be sufficient to make final
proof, and npon showing compliance with the homestead law,
patent shall issue separately to
of the land
f
each for

a writter in the Kansas City Star.
Although the Kaffir corn breakfast food is yet to be invented the
whiter has small doubt that it
will come. He says:
To discover somothing new
for human beings to eat boith
thing they will likemeans a
good deal in a world which ha.1
lever more than a two
of food ahead. Because
we live in such a world we wor
ry about our food supply when
we have time to stop to think
about it The population grow?
rapidly, and the farmers, instead
of rasing more to eat, are moving to town. May be this old
world will go to bed snpperlless
some night, as James J. Hill
prophesied a few years ago.
But it seems fanciful after all
when you recall that the United
States grows Kafir corn. For
Kafir corn, perhaps you don't
know, has been added to the
menu ot mankind. Not Kanir
corn with cream and sugar on it.
but "dishes" made for Kaffir
corn Hour and meals.
"Will you have a Kaffir corn
Parker House roll ? Or maybe
you would prefer a piece of Kafir
corn Boston bread. And woni.
you try a Kafir corn muffin ? L0
try a Kaffir corn doughnut. No (V
a piece of Kaffir corn sponge

(

-

week;-suppl-

one-hal-

"Provided, That a copy of the
contract, which shall be equitable, be filed with the joint
homestead application;
"Provided Further, That not
more than 160 acres of irrigated
or irrigable land shall be incjud-- ,
ed in one joint homestead entry;
"And Pdovided further, That
land acquired under this Act'
shall not be sold, assigned,
transferred or mortgaged until
five years from the date of
proof."
The progress of the bill
through congress will be watched with considerable interest in
New Mexico, as it will undoubt
edly solve one of the greatest
problems of the settlement of
the public domain, and expedite
the influx to the puhlic lands of
this state of the best class of
new settlers.
i

Notice For Publication
Nun coal land.
Interim- Unilif)

Dcpartnimi of the

"irice at

Port

Sumner,

States

limrt

New Mexico, JVC.

11)11

frrwv- - U.al iahn S,
who on
New Mexico.
entry
limp,
June 2.
homestead
made
nerial No, k.815 for nor
section 10
townnhip
east, New Mexico,
north run
principal meridian, hai
notice of intention!
f. to cataliliith claim
to make final cnmmutn
efore Wm. J. Curren
lo the land nliovedeacr
United States Cotnml
at hii office in'
Fith day of February
r.lnvix. New Mexico. 01

hewy

Nfitww -- 4
Ailttlr,
of

Clovii.

r

1912.

Claimant nnmeB an witnefleH:
William 1'. Curti. Homer H. Hale, Walter B
('ramer. John T. Oartat. all of Cluvi.i. N. M.
Arthur R. Curren.
Kesiater.

Notice for publication.
Non coal land.
Department of the Interior. U S land office at
Fort Sumner, N. M. December 2ft, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Ida Woodward,
of Claud, N M, who on May 9, 1910. made
H, E. aer. No OH0.11 for northeast quarter,
pert ion lb township1 4 North ranjre 3f eaat N,
M. l Meridian haa Hied notice of
intention
to make final commutation proof to establish claim to land above described before
Wm.
J Curren U S Commissioner in his office
at Olovia. N.M. on the 7th day of February 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
both of
Francis M Rose. Rescue Smith.
Haair. N. M.. l.uther P. Carnes.
Auirusta Koa
both of Claud, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren.
Register.

It '

Human Hearts"
The 'powerful and imy
presented by an excep
will be offered to the r
and wholesome in melt

inia "Human Ht
company of pi
rs of all that is

Lyceum Theatre
and Opera House
One Night Only

Did you say you didn't believe
you cared for any ? Just try
them once. You don't know
how good they are. The Kaffir
flavor js peculiar, of course, a
you may notlikeTfat flrstf"
it's not in the'least objectiona
you can learn to like it manv
yery found of it.
An experiment in cooking K,
corn foods was conducted red
ly in the domestic science

Wednesday,
J an u ary 10th
"Human Hearts" has Ivon firmly established as one of the
most original and interesting of modern dramas. The
author has long been famous as a playwright, but in the
present instance, he has suspaased all his former efforts.
For ingenuity, strength and brilliancy "Human Hearts" is
a marvel of stage craft, done by a master hand in stage
adroitness.The author has poured out his entire storo of
theatric knowledge in this play. He has prodeced a work
magnificent possibilities for
nelodramatic public.
The
characters are finely drawn,
dialogue is crisp, the hu-- j
man interest is all absorbing,
comedy charming and the
pathos is sincere. Taken on its entirety, "Human Hearts"
is probably one of the strongest plays of its kind ever
shown on the American Stage.

I

-

Come One
Notice for Publication
Non

'uil land.

Come All
A Letter from R. B. Grady- nng Grove. Tex.
Dec. 30th 1911.
Clovis, N. M.
Will:
ind enclosed money
1
to pay for my paper
or-$-

Williiim E.

BEWARE OF SUDDEN ATTACKS

THAT MAY PROVE DEADLY.
YOU CAN SOON REPEL THE

MOST DANGEROUS

WITH

DR. KING'S
NEW DISCOVERY
THE MOST INFALLIBLE CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS
WHOOPING COUGH
AND

ONLY

RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

THROAT AND LUNGS
PRICE

50c

AND

$1.00

SOLO AND OUAOANTMO

ALL DRUGGISTS.

V

M

Ket-t- l

past year.

of Blai
A rt Inn

X-I-

Rev. Jones Using
A Bag of M
Rev. Jones was favorably
prised hy his congregation
on Xmas eve at the v
ment, Mr. J. B. Ford m;
speech at the close of whu
handed him a bag of nu n
behalf of the csngregatk

Please let it

k! don't miss apy copies
an help it. I have miss-- i
tew times in the past,
re having .lots of rain
t
much cold, no snow at

onntry is in hard shape,
rmers held their cotton
i
they
could
have

en

111--

2

c e n

ts

to ouy high
cotton makes
Mr. Jones says ho
the gift so much
not know what to d
first but tiuw has
a bicycle that he ma
ly call on his oeopl-

y

cake."

,

partment of the Kansas
cultural college. In most oi
many receipts tried tt.e re
were highly sucessful.
mighty attractive foods
cooked with Kaffir com flout
meal Some of them were:!
Parker House rolls, Boston
bread, muffins, Johnny
baking powder biscuit
cakes, doughnuts, cookii
gingerbread.
White durra flour, bli
Kaffir fiour were used. The only;
difference between the twomeali
as shown by the results, was th
darker color of the blackhul
products. In the case of a whit
or light mixture, the blackhi
variety gave a slightly dark
color which made the articli
iittie less attractive in aopei
ance. In the case of the sponl
cake, where this difference
color was hidden by the yell
of the egg yolks, or in the si
cake by the molasses and spj
practically no difference
notieed between the two fli
or between the two meals.
The meal makes a substi
for cornmeal, as it can be
in nearly every cast that
meal is used. When the
is used alone, more liquM
quired to mix it, end it
sufficient gluten to hold
gether. It also is rather
and fiat tasting when

mixture
flour to

ients.
gem pans

twenty-f-

l

Mr. and Mrs.
and daughter Veri
ed fruni
Klond;
v here
tlhev have
I

f'or

the

LI.Jii w III i a e- k--yr
Hum norei ana
livery staple on Otero street. He
is the (Mvner of both properties.
i

1-

i

i

Christian Services.

Corner

of

Washington and

Connelly Sts.
J. Wfilburn, Acting minister.
;

pUNDAY

SERNICES.

Bible uchool
9;4r, a m
NBiblie school
9:4. &. m.
1 helre were siventy in atten-dja- y
.

Our aimjfor next Sunday
ft. L. Studevant

a hundred,
ipt.

!J Preaching aid communion
00 a. m. Subject"Go For
-

ard."
j irjoung

- J.
l eopie s

T

li

1

I TWio cArtiAfif ia

dome and help.

owofy

iiiof nnruni

i in ici
:;i
I'd. oil Ui.f m. ; ......
Illll.ll.lllt.V.I
Steps."
A
His
"In
Subiect:
.
. .
. .
.
"
T
npview of hheldon s iwox oft trie

I

I".

.

.

i

....

me nome illustrated with steri
pticon views, special oilerin
or current expenses.
The public cordially invited to
he&e services.
)r. Foster Scott who has been
re spending the holidays will
l.ii-i- i
to Slaton Sunday.
F. Pride of Memnhis was a
til or in Clovis this week.
OST. -- band ring initial! F.
to R. S. return to this uf ice.
For Trade. -- Choice 10 ijoom
siaence, prominent coiner,
lie oil and gas town. (Wichita
rails. Texas, dop. 12, UW. Une
If the best towns in th atate.
intal value $65 per, mimth.
ill modern improvements, ..
rom

street
T'xtt

ca
excha
V1S

ad,

Value

atiiniiiiaayiiu.

PROFESSIONAL

Lot numbe ed nine (9) of
block seventy eight (78) of the
original town lite of Clovis, Cur-ry county, Nf
Mexico:
To .satisfy t judgment and
oree of forec.
of a
in favor
Kage on said
of the plain ti: f and against said
defendants
btained in paid
court on the 24th day of May
1911, for the sum of $1708.00
and costs therein together with
the further sum of $195.80 attorney's fee; I will on the 1st
day of February 1912 at the
hour of 10 o. clock a. m of said
day, at the front door of the
court house, in the city of Clovis
When prosperity is the sub- Curry county, New Mexico, ofject, the increased deposits fer for sale and sell to the highest bidder for cash all of the

City Meat Market

w

de-losu- re

New Mex.

J. B. WESTERFIELD
1st North of First Nation-

Office
the

-

ta-- rt.

Yon err

M,

notified

alkali.,

i

tywl'ILr

that the

Phones Of

reunder

,

further HM
jhl. office,,

idence 269

L. A. DICKMAN, M. D.

therein.

fern;

Physician and Surgeon

newer, unde

Office Opposite Antlers

ronpnnrlini;

rou fall to til
flee due proof
ronr answer
or by

a

of

Fit Glasses.

I

In

ir

Hotel

Phone 53.

of-- !r

mort-propert-

y

Money Talks

irt this Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Are you sharing in it? If
not, it is possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with us. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an ac- tion.

We keep constantly
on hand all kinds of

...Fresh and Cured Meats...
Telephone No. 33

109 South Main Si

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP

above described property to
MW9T
satisfy said judgment, decree,
C E. JUSTUS Proprietor
Mr-Dr.
D.
D.
Swearingin
costs and attorney's fee, and invice must lm eitl
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
ncknow ledrmen
terest on said judgment to the
Physician & Surgeon.
date of sale.
112 2 South Main St.
f the person bj
tty was made
I make a spccialtj
diseases
my hand this 6th day
ww delivered;
Witness
and throat
if made bv renin tered mall, proof of auch aer- of December 1911.
f the affidavit of the naraon
C. H. Hannum,
a mailed etating when and IMcP.ee Bid., opposite postoffice.
to be sold under and by virtue
Notice.
hlch It wa mailed aud this Office phone
Sheriff
of Currv Co N. M.
173
Res.
192.
Judgment
in
rendered
the
of
a
affidavit mu
bi crompanted by the poatmaatIn the Probate Court of
By W. W. Odom.
District Court of said County
curry
county new mexico
8
in your anawer the name of
Deputy.
and Territory, on the 10th day
you desire future no
DRAKE
Web.
DR.
in
the matter of a. r.
of November, 1911, in favor of
lemoine, deceased.
on. Register
,
PHYSICIAN ANDSiiSt-ONotice of Sale.
J. E. Lidengton, Plaintiff, and Notice is hereby given, that
Phone 164
Notice is hereby given, that against J. S. Fitzhugh, Ida
PpemTr 14
letters of administration on the
p
December 21
A. J. Lip3comb and the
on the 14th day of February,
Office over Skid more Drug Store
A. R. LeMoine, deceasestate
of
ur
1912, at
of 2 o'clock Western National Bank of
l,
ed, were granted to the underV at the soutlrdoor of the
'tihlication.
Texas, (a corporation) De- signed by
I
Kr
I
hmnai?VlP
Notice of Contest.
the probate court, of
Court House in the Cfoytf Clo- - fendants, for the sum of $3967.90 Curry Couuty, New Mexico on
Serial No. 07491. Contest 718.
S Land office at
C APITAL $30,000.00
To Frank Muldowney. of Clovia, N. M
1911
t
v,s in t.h Pnnntv of CurrvnJ .eluding all court costs arid al the 2nd day of January A. D. 1912.
t Benjamin
en tec:
P.
N. MEXICO Territory of New Mexico, I, M.
CLOVIS
who on
You are hereby rotifled that Howard W.
torney's fees, and for thflforo-closur- e All persons having claims
0386. for Johnson, who atves Cay Center. Nebraska, aa hia
norteaet 84qurierNo
IS. Townh;D 1.
nee addreaa. dklon April
1911 Ala in
Special
appointed
roeto
duly
Suicer,
C.
th. ran-P. M has P led no- - this office hla duly corroborated application ,i
Et
oiv a Mortgage o.l the against said estate are required
flve- - eonteat and aeoure
mare 'In
the cancellation
Master, will offer for sale and
of year
to the lnd rh ve homestead entry ser ai no. 07491 muds. January
reel estate and tc exhibit the same to the un- I. rurren.
U S. 7. 1910 for aw4 section 14. township
sell to the highest and best bid- above describi
north
luvia. N. M .. on ranze :3 East. N M. P.
Meridian,
aa
and
Notice of Sale of Real Estate der for cash in hand, certain premises, and orring said real Jdersigned at his effbe in Clovis,
SfroundM for hla con'oa
he alleges that Bald
lowney has never at any time eatab- Frank
Notice hi hereby given that tracts or parcels of real estate estate sold according to law to New Mexico for allowance, withSmith. Je.iae O. Uhel his reid
N M James N.
You are, the
notified that the in pursuance of an
order of sale with all the imnrovemer.ls there- satisfy said judgment ami eofltsS in one year after the date of
at'i ffaiiuii
by thiH ofHce as
n. Kelater.
havinjr been
u, p.rd your aaid
this publication with necessary
ntry will be c
rificr without your issued oat of the" District Court on, and described as follows
Witness my hand this 18th. vouchers, or they will be forfurther
t
Hffht
either
ein.
before
J.ICATION
thia office. o
New Mexico
day of December, 1911.
tail t'tfile in this of Ctirry county,
o ce within t
rteri the FOURTH
ever precluded from any bene-o- f
on the 24th d ay of May 1911, in
Six (6) and
Land Oillie publication of
numbered
Lots
ftepartr
M. C. SPICER,
answer, aa 'er
1911.
isaid estate, or said claims
mfetins and
renpindin(r to
W. Williams,
Wherein Mary John Seven (7) in Mock number Sevenh (rff eonteet, or t an action
Special Master.
fail withfr
iwaj niHnt' y
tiied in said Probate
may
be
file in this pftVo
Kes7 for SE4 due pronf tha
i
No.
rjlred n cony
(78) in the original
of Napier Morris is
plaintiff and ty-Eight
your anaweroi
'M east. New
th
hip
north
Court.
W. D. McBee and Myrtle McBee,Town or City of Clovis in the
haa filed noti icellf intention to person nr by reariiit
J. C. Greaves, of Judson, N.
hliah claim made by
uroof.
Dated this 2nddiy of January
v.r
Curry and Territory
County
of
deacrihed. be we William J. iinnw er to tl
land abi
are
me.
defendants
directed
the
today
en
city
the
in
M.
was
aervlce
I"
mus
at
A.
D. 1912.
immmalnner.
n. II. S.
written ack
alpt of the (undersigned sheriff of said coun- - of New Mexico, as shown on the
8th day ol
A N. M. oi
copy
Amarillo,
nh
B. D. Oldham,
wi
rom
:iMi.
witnesses:
home
aa
his
f
,or
to
the
route
iniant
davit of th
i'liwry wis ty to sell the following describ- - official plat of said Town.
john Hop
teyer. Jamea O. t. oper. both of
Administrator.
i
P
Peell. Harry
Said real estate and premises Texas.
via. N.
e:l real property,
t:
i

:
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AmericSr? Bank
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1
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AlpK-u-

to-wi-

t.

Uildsall. both of TUac i
A. E. O.n-re-

icparu

()4.

Ft

fof Clovia

honeatea
toySahip

fllinolii
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N80-J- S

Nim'ctail Ijnd.
of the Interior, United
Wll
inner n N M.. Nov 18
,.b iiii-rthat Charlna H. 'Vtfall
who on Majreh tQ.
i"1"'18
ctiVn
rv Ber NO 07S4S for aa4
It 36 E N. M. P. Merld art haa
lention'to make final cominii' on
""'
ibliah cUlm to the land
Probata
i R. E. Rowella.
M
N. M. In hia office at Clovto,M
of

on tin

N

January

1911

Claimant noreeaaa witnesses:
ioeeph I Lutes, William S tuber. bot
rn H N. M . and Arrla F. Stapaan
r. irlev. both of Clovla, Mm at
M
oniK
Arthur E. Curren. Rcclattl

Notice for Publication
Mon-eo- al

Depar'
tSuiri
Notice
bf

Clo-

ide home

land.

w

U tana
,
mber. 20 1911.
iiiven that George w.
1
11
K
urKo on Jan.
1
entry, aerial number (08W1 for
nortn
of aacMon 6 township
incipal

the Interior.

Atlhur

a of flrtt

publication

aeciid

E.
De-

-

t'urren. ReirMter.
mbvr

"
" Jan.

third
fourth

4.

1.4

)fl.

28.
1912

1911
1311
1911

Notice for Publication.
'

Non coal land.
iterlor, U S Land office at
ico. November 18. 1911.
.iner, Nevr
reby
that Mary E. Todd, widow
M.. who on
J. Toild. of CV.ls.
made homebte.i'l entry 02080 for
quarter,
aeciion 25, township 2.
a M East, New Mexico Principal
s filed notice of Intention to make
year proof to establish
claim to
bova
described bo Tore William J.
S CommiHaloner. at hia office in
Mexico ou the 9th day of January

rtment of

Start Right, and Stay
Right

A. Ivy,

James Holdcn. Sylvester G.
Mahlnn R. White, all of Clovla. N.

Von Aim1

Arthur E. Curren.

r

Notice For Publication.
Non coal land,

rtment of the Interior. U. S Land
lumner N. M.. Novembor 18.
tha

McConnell.
iary 2 107
ror NE 1litre 95 eaat
ce of in ten-teatabllah
ict'ore Wm.
r. in hia office a'
day of January
seat
Willinou.
y. all af

home

Curren. U.S.
I'U, N

.

fa

Office

1911.

C

a

annuel E Ci t
Oawac
pi 3.

I tower. New
Ar

ILJCATION

Do your banking with the old First
National. We want your business.

otn

Id

reE. WeatfaU
IH.

1909, made

larter aectio:,

prol'iim

.. on

eaat. New
a af labantlon
t e eatabllah
. before
R. E
ry County at
unary 1912.

j

tha 8t

k names

in w

uuea, both of
sr. of Claud.

Arthur E. Currnn,

r Publication
"ll Land.

terior. U. X Land Office at

ve that John J. Boppaa
M., wno on October IS
entry 03713. for la NW4
Irth ranica 84 aaat N. M. P.
lo, on January
1911
made
Lad Entry 093B8, for the aouth- t
bctlon
Townahiii 1, north
M.
P. MerUian
haa filed

t,

The First National Bank
Of Clovis
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My Ladybf thcNorth

he

cried.

tugRlr
was, f
log shoi
I

instant we were locked close together
There came a qu!ck flutter of drap- In fierce struggle lor the mastery. Ha
ery at my side, and sho, pressing ma was the heavier, stronger man; I the
firmly backward, fa- U htm without a younger and quicker. From the first
very effort on both sides was put
word.
The man's extended arm dropped to forth solely to gain command of tbe
his side as though pierced by a bullet, weapon his to fire, mine to prevent,
and he took one step backward, for I knew well at the sound of the
shrinking as If his startled eyes be- discbarge there would come a rush of
a
held a ghost.
My first
to his rescue.
"Edith?" he rrled. as though doubt- fierce onset had nut htm on the deing his own vision, and tbe ting of fensive, but as we tugged and strained
agony In his voice was almost piteous. his superiority In weight began to tell,'
"Edith!
My God! You here, at mid- and slowly he bore me backward, unnight, alone with this man?"
til! all the weight ol my body rested
However the words, the tone, the upon my right leg. Then there
gesture may have stung her, her face curred to me like a
a wrestler's
remained proudly calm, her voice cold trick taught me ye irs before by an
and clear.
old negro on my fa her's plantation.
"1 certainly
am, Major Hrennan." instantly I appeare to yield to the
Hhe answered, her eyes never once force against which I contended with
leaving his face.
"And may I ask simulated weakness, sinking lower
what reason you can have to object?" and lower, until, I doubt not, Brennan
"Reason?'
His voice had grown felt convinced 1 must go over backhoarse with passion and surprise. ward. But as I thus sank, my left
"My God. how can you ask?
How foot found steady
support farther
can you even face me? Why do you back, while my free hand sank slownot sink down
In
Alone ly down his straining body until my
shame?
here." he looked about him into the groping fingers grnsped firmly the
darkness "at such an hour, In com- broad belt about his waist I yielded
pany with a Rebel, a sneaking, cow- yet another Inch, until he leaned so
ardly spy, already condemned to be far over me as to be out of all balBhot By Heaven! he shall never live ance, and then, with sudden straightto boast of It?"
ening of my left leg. at the same time
He flung up his revolver barrel to forcing my head beneath his chest In
prove the truth of his threat, but sne leverage, with one tremendous effort
stepped directly
between us, and
flung him, head under, crashing
shielded me with her form.
down upon tbe bard road. Trembling
"Put down your pistol," she ordered like a reed from the exertion, I stood
"1 assure you my reputation
coldly.
there looking down upon the dark
-
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blue-coat-

"This is all right,' ho said, handing
hack, and lifting his cap In salute.
'mi may pass, madam. You must
to him. and
was returned.
he said curt- -
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X lonel Curran Is certainly to be
congratulated upon baring found so
charming a guide, madam, a- -d I, can
assure you I shall most gladly do my
part toward the success of the expedition. The Major was expected back
before this. I believe?"
"He left vord that If he had not
returned by twelve I was to wait for
him no longer, t3 he should go directly
to his quarters. I find the life of a
soldier to be extremely uncertain."
"We are our country's
servants,
madam," ho replied , roudly, and then
taking out a pad of blanks from his
pocket, turned to me.
"May I ask your full name and
rank. Colonel?"
"Patrick L. Curran, Colonel, Sixth
Ohio Light Artillery "
He wrote it down rapidly, tore off
the paper, and handed it to me.
"That will take you safely through
our inner guard lines," he said gravely, "that being as far rs my Jurisdiction extends.
Goodnight, Colonel;
Mrs. Breunan."
We bowed ceremoniously, and the
Be c moment Mrs. Drennas
and I
.ere out upon the steps, breathing
the cool night air. I glanced curious
ly at her face as tbo gleam of light
fell upon It bow calm and reserved
she -- ppeared, and yet uer eyes were
aglow with Intense excitement.
At
the foot of the steps 'ie glanced up
at the dark, projecting roof far above
good-nigh-

t,

ua.
"Do you suppose he can possibly be
up there yet?" she asked, In a tone
e low as to be inaudible to the ears
of the sentry.
"Who? Bungay?" I questioned in
surprise, for my thoughts were elsewhere. "Oh. he was like a cat, and
there are trees at the rear. Probably he Is jafe lonr ago. or else

a prisoner onca more."
Beyond the gleam of the uncovered
windows all was wrapped In complete
darkness, save that .here and there
we could distinguish the dull
red
glare of camp fires where the company
cooks ere yet at work, or some
sentry post had been established. We
turned sharp.y to the left, and proceeded down a
smooth
road, which seemed to me to possess
a rock basis, It felt
hard. From
the position of the stars I judged our
course to be eastward, but the night
was sufficiently obscured to shroud
all objects more than a few yards distant.
Except for tht, varied camp
noisea on either side of us the evening was oppressively still, and the
air had the late chill of high altitudes.
Mrs Brennan pressed more c!osely to
me as we passed beyond the narrow
cone of light, and unconsciously we
fell Into step together.
I
A few hundred yarda farther a fire
burned redly against a pile or logs
The forms of several men lay out
stretched beside it, while a sentry
Vii'V.i back and forth, in and out of
tbe range of light. We were almost
upon him before he noted our approach, and in his ha; .e he swung his
musket down from his shoulder until
the point of Its bayonet nearly
touched my breast.
"Halt!" he cried sternly, peering at
u- in evident surprise.
"Halt! this
road Is closed."
"Valley Forge," whispered the girl,
and I noticed bow white her face appeared in the flaming of the fire.
"The word ) all right. Miss," returned the fellow, stoutly, yet with
out lowering his obstructing gun. "But
we cannot pass any one out on the
countersign alone. If you was going
the other way it would answer."
"But we are r
from the
cars' ball," sbe
"and
ijor Brennan s
are on our way
quarters. We hi
r from out her
As she drew t!
i
glove oiie of t
at tbe fire
strode across
us.
oylxh
I

ba

He was

looking,
ask,.)

llie itiitiHnce uf the fire she

broke the silence
"I shall only be able to go with you
so far as the summit o." the hill yonder, for our quarters are Just to the
night, and I could furnish po excuse
lor being found beyond that point,"
she said. "Do you know enough of
tte country to make the lite" of your
army?"
"If this is the Kendallvllle pike we
are on," 1 answered, "I have a pretty
cletr conception of what lies ahead,
but I should be very glad to know
where
am to look for the outer
picket."
"There is one post at tbe ford over
the White Briar," she replied. "I
chnnce to know this because Major
Hrennan selected the station, and remarked that tho stream was so high
and rapid as to be Impassable at any
other poln for miles. But 1 regret
this Is as far aa mt Information exI
tends."
I started to say Wmethlng
what I
hardly know whe. Bin most without
sound oi warning, C little squad of
horsemen swept ov p- the brow of the
hill in our front, taelr forms darkly
outlined against thjj starlit sky, 'and
rode down toward us at a "V.Titp trot
I had barely time
toeing my com
panlon out of the track when they
clattered by, their heads bent low to
the wind, and, 'seemingly oblivious to
all save tha movements
of their
leader
"Sheridan!" I whispered, for even
In that dlinness I had not failed to
recognize the short, erect figure which
rode In front.
The woman shuddered, and drew
closer within my protecting shadow.
Then out of the darkness there burst
a solitary rider, hla horse limping as
if crippled, and would have ridden us
down, had I not flung up one hand
and graaped his bridle-rein"Great
Scott!
what
have we
here?" he cried roughl; . peering down
at us. "By all the gods, a woman!"
The hand upon my arm clutched me
desperately, and my own heart seemed
to choke back every utterance
The
voice was Brenran's.
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The gleam ot the stars fell upon the
down the
double row of buttons
breast of the coat I wore, and t
stopped suddenly with an exlamatiott
of disgust Nothing could be gained
by longer masquerade, and I felt Inexpressible shame at being thus atNeither pass nor uniform
tired.
Would miflfce to get me safe through
those outer picket lines, and If I should
fall In the attempt, or be again nade
prisoner, I vastly preferred meeting
my fate clad In the faded gray ot my
own regiment With odd sense cf relief I hastily stripped off the gorgeous
trappings, flung them In the ditch beside the road, and pressed on, feeling
tl'.ie a new man.
There was small need for caution
here, and for more than an hour t
tramped steadily along, never meeting
a person or being startled by a suspicious sound. Then, as I rounded a
low eminence I perceived bejfore me
the dark outlines of trees which marked
the course of the White Briar, while
directly In my front, and hair obscured by tbick leaves of the underbrush, blazed the red glare of a fire.
I knew the stream
weil,
its steep
banks of percipltate rock, its rapid,
swirling current which, I was well
aware, I was not. a sufficiently expert
swimmer to cross. Once upon
otner tiank I should be comparative
sale, out to pass mat picaet pojiRrid
attain the ford wan w
all the good ''ortun.' I could ever bone
Hilt
..... flaonolr
iv.inni
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"Put Down Your Pistol," She Ordered Coldly.
ls In no Immediate danger unless you form lying huddled at my feet He
shoot me, and your bullet shall cer- rested motionless, and I bent over,
tainly find my heart before It- ever placing my hand upon his heart, horreaches Captain Wayne."
rified at the mere thought that he
"Truly, you must Indeed love him.'' might be dead. But the heart beat,
he sneered.
and with a prayer of thankfulness 1
So close to me was she standing looked up. She stood beside me.
that could feel her form tremble at
"Tell me. Captain Wayne," she exthis insult, yet Uer voice remained claimed anxiously, "he is not not seemotionless.
riously hurt?"
"Your uncalled-fo- r
"I believe not," I answered soberly.
words shame
me. not my actions.
In being here "He is a heavy man, and fell hard, yet
with Captain
Wayne tonight I am his heart beats strong. He must bave
merely paying a simple debt of honor cut his head upon a stone, however,
a double debt. Indeed, considering for he Is bleeding."
that he was condemned to death by
She knelt beside him, and I caught
your lie, while you deceived me by the whiteness of a handerchief within
another."
her band.
"Did he tell you that?"
"Believe me, Mrs. Brennan," I fal"Hfe did not.
Like the true gentle- tered lamely, "I regret this far more
man he has ever shown himself to be, than I can tell. Nothing has ever oche endeavored to disguise the facta, curred to me to give greater pain
to withhold from me all knowledge than the thought that I bave brought
of your dastardly action. I know it you so much of sorrow and trouble.
by the Infamous sentence pronounced You will have faith in me?"
against him and by your falsehood to
"Always, everywhere whether it
me."
ever be our fate to meet again or not
"Edith, you mistake," he urged anx- But now you must go."
iously. "I i was told that he bad
"Go?
And leave you here alone?
been sent North."
Are you not afraid?"
She drew a deep
th as though
"Afraid ?"she looked about her into
sbe could scarcely
the darkness. "Of what? Surely you
ie full
daclty of bis preten
do not mean of Frank of Major Bren"You appeared to
Informed nan? And as to my being alone, our
;
quarters are within a scant hundred
but now as to bis death sentence."
"Yea. I heard of It while uway, and yards from here, and a single cry will
intended telling you aa soon aa 1 bring me aid in plenty. HuBh! what
was that?"
reached our quarters."
I could feel tbe scorn of his miserIt was the shuffling tread of many
"Haiti This Road Is Closed."
able deception as It curled h" flp, feet, the sturdy tramp of a body of
am Colonel Curran. and her figure seemed to straighten infantry on tbe march.
rr.lt me to state,
Sixth Ohio Ligbt Artillery, and am between ua.
"Go!" sha cried hurriedly. "If you
not accustomed to being halted on the
"Then," sbe said slowly, "you will would truly serve me. If you care at
road by every drunken fool who sports doubtless agree that I have done no all for me. do not longer delay and
u uniform "
more than was right, and will there-lor- be discovered here. It la the grand
permit him this chance of escape rounds. I beg of you, go!"
He Btoppe
In complete sur- I
prise, starlni
for you
grasped her outstretched band,
tin so unmerited a fate;
know as well as I do that be has been pressed my lips hotly upon It. and
uess. und I
ly able to di
sped with noiseless footsteps down
Hit ot but- - wrongly condemned "
He stepped forward with a balf-- i the black, deserted road.
ild
tons and gle
in inhered oath, and res' ad one hand
"Your pan
heavily upon her shoulder
last. "I mli
CHAPTER XIX.
"I rather guess not, madam," ha
will bang blra
"Damn him!
)e your- - said
The Cavalry Outpost.
-
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"Bob," he said to the soldier lounging next him. "whyt wui it thet staff
officer sed ter ther leftenant?
I didn't
just git ther straight of It"
The man, a debonair you,, fellow,
stroked bis little black mustaches reflectively.
"Ther cove scd as how Cole's dl.
vision wud be along here afore daylight, an' thet our fellers wud likely
be sent out ahead of 'em."
"Whar be they u goln'?"
"The leftenant asked him, an' the
cove sed as It wus a gineral advance
to meet ol' Hancock at Minersvllle."
"Thet's good "nough, lads," chimed
in the sergeant, slapping his knee. "It
means a dance dowu tne valley after
Early. I'm a guessln' we'll have a
bang-uol' fight 'tore three days
more."
"Pervldln' alters thet ther Johnnies
don't skedaddle fust," commented another, tartly.
Wbut In thunder Is
ther matter with them hosses?" ba
asked suddenly, rising and peering
over Into the bushes beyond the hut
where a noise ot squealing and kicking bad arisen.
"Ob, the bay Ally Ib probably over
the rope agin," returned the sergeant, lazily. "Sit down, Sims, an' be
easy; you're not on boss guard
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her

SICK? TIRED?
WEAK?

"1 know thet." growled tbe soldier,
doubtfully, "but thet thar kid Is no
good, an' I don't want my bring ail
banged up Just as we're goln' on
campaign. "Tain't no sorter way ter
hitch em anyhow, to a picket rope;
ruins more hosses than ther Hebs
(TO BK CONTINUED.)
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The Reputation of a Woman.
Like a flash occurred to me the only
possible means by which we might
escape ope- - discovery an Instant disclosure of my supposed rank, coupled
with indignant protest. Already, believing me merely some private soldier
straying out of bounds with a woman
of the camp as comp- nlon, he bad
thrown himself from the saddle to Investigate. Whatever was to be done
must be accomplished quickly, or It
would prove all too late. To think
was to act Stepping instantly tn front
of tbe shrinking girl and facing him,
1
said sternly:
"I do not know who you may chance
to be, sir, nor greatly care, yet your
words and actions Imply an Insult to
this lady which I am little disposed to
overlook. For your Information per- -

Excitement.
"What's that racket out there T
"That's Fldo. He's chaaed your
fuzr.y hat up tbe hall tree."
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comrade, and I had learned how determination opens doors to the courageous It Is ever he who tries that enters In. It took me ten minutes, possibly, creeping much of the way like
a wild animal over the rocks, but at
the end of that time Ihad attained a
position well within the dense thicket,

and could observe clearly the ground
before me and some of the obstacles
to be overcome.
As I supposed, It was a cavalry outpost; I could distinguish the crossed
sabers on the caps of the men, although it was some time before I was
able to determine positively where
their horses were picketed. There
must have been all of twenty In the
party, and 1 could distinguish the lieutenant In command, a middle-age- d
man with
chin beard,
seated by himself against the Wall of
a small shanty of logs, a pipe! In his
mouth and an open book upon his
knee. His men were gathered close
about the blazing fire, for the night
air was decidedly chill as it! swept
down the valley;
a numUer were
sleeping, a few at cards, while- a little
group, sitting with their bajeks toward me, yet almost within reach, of
my hand, were Idly smoking iniidts-cuBslthe floating rumors of the
camp. I managed to make out dimly
the figure or a man on horseback beyond the range of flame, and apparently upon the very bank of the
stream, when some words spoken by
an old
sergeant interested
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